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A COMMODITY 
,A NOTE ON HICKS THEORY OF THE 
"GROUP OF COMMODITIES" 
By HlDEO Aoy AMA 
-INTRODUCTION -
It is one of the fundamental points of view in Hicks' 
" ,Value and Capital" (Oxford, 19-39) that when the relative 
prices of a group of commodities can _ be assumed to remain 
unchanged, they can be' treated as" a single commodity.') 
, This' point of view, ,which I will caIl here "commodity-
group" point of view for the -sake of convenience, is so 
frequently llsed in his theoretical system, that the concepts 
founded on this point of view, such as the demand for a 
group of goods or the substitution between one group of 
goods and another, play an important role in his Dynamic 
Economies. Nevertheless 'he gives us n6 precise information 
about the way to measure the quantity of a "group of com-
o modities ", about the definition of its price and about the 
"substitution term" in the effect of a change in the price 
of a commodity or commodity-group on the demand for any 
group of goods. The analytical exposition which he attempts 
in order to demonstrate that, if the prices of a set of goods 
change in the same proportion, that groilp of goods behaves 
just as if it were a single commodity, is the sole one which 
1) Hicks gives no special name to_ the group of commodities w~ich is 
qualified to be treated as a single commodity because of the constancy of' -
their relative' prices. For the sake of convenience, the term" grouP of com-
modities" (or more briefly'" commodity-group ") is devoted here to designate 
th~t set of commodities within which relative prices are ass'umed to be un~ . 
changed to one ,another. 
,. 
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he gives us ;2) and, what is more, in. his explanation of this 
proposition we can find· noc\ear definition of the amount 
\ and price of a group of commodities.' 
Then, precisely what means this "commodity·group" 
point of view? Is there any appropriate way to measure 
the quantity of this "group of commodities", considered as" 
a single commodity, in spite of its being composed of physi· 
cally different things? What is the price of this group of 
commodities? More fundamentally speaking, in what form 
should be represented the so·called "Fundamental Equation 
of Value Theory," when the group of commodities is con· 
cerned ? These problems are what I attempt to attack in 
this paper. For this purpose, I will show in the first instance' 
the precise meaning of the "commodity.group" point of 
view .. In Section 1,.I will explain it, referring to Hicks' own 
exposition of the law of consummer's demand under statical 
assumptions (verbally in Chapter II-' III, and mathematiCaliy 
in Mathematical Appendix,. pp. 307:--314, ,of Qis book) .. 
Secondly, in Section 2, I will attempUQ explain the economic 
meaning of the six rules. which must .be obeyed by the 
"substitution terms," in .the application of this "commodity-
group" point of yiew."Thirdly, in Section 3, the applica' 
tions of this "commodity·group" point of view to Dynamic 
Economics are demonstrated in connection with the dynamic 
problem of the consummer's planning of spending and saving .. 
This i!f the problem which Hicks has ~erbally' treated in 
Chapter XVIII of his book, and I will attempt .here to trans· 
. late this verbal exposition into a mathematical one, applying' 
our "commodity·group" point of view precisely defined 'to 
this problem. Throughout these three sections, I will rely 
on Hicks' own explanations and analyses in his " Value and 
Capital," so far asposible.".. Therefore, it is' certainly 
2) Cf. J,R. Hicks: Value and Capital, p. 312. 
3) Hicks derives these six" rules of substitution terms" mathematically. _ 
. See, ibid. pp,309:-3U. 
4) Relping on Hicks' own exposition, I have saved many- explanations 
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questionable, how much the present work can differ from 
the mere mathematical translasion of Hicks' verbal explana· 
tions; but I hope, at least, that it can help somewhat to 
make clear one of the ideas which Hicks has employed in 
the construction of his theoretical system. 
1 
Let us consider a consummer who is making a choice 
of that combination of amounts bought x" X;" ••••••••• , x.. of n 
different commodities') which maximises his satisfaction of 
wants u (x" x." ...... , x.) under a subsidiary condition 
- . 
(1) M = 2:, P.x<, 
"=1 
. which· means that this consumer spends entirely a given 
sum of money available for expenditure in order to buy 
these n commodities on the market at prices Ph P2,···.:., p" 
which are assumed to be given to him. In order that u is 
at maximum, it is necessary that 
(2) U1 _U2_ _U'1l p, - P2 - ...................•.......... , .. - Pn' 
\ ' 
where u, is. written for ~:; in other words, in order that 
this consumer -gets the "optimum combination," so to speak, 
of amounts bought, he must demand these commodities in 
accordance with the condition (2). Thus the above equations 
(1) and (2) define implicitly the individual demands of our 
consumer as functions of his income and the market prices, 
which we can rewrite in the following equations: 
1) In the following, it is assumed that objects of the choice of our 
consummer are limited to these n different cQmmodities. As for the des~g­
nation of anyone (physical) sort of commodity among these, we use, in the 
main, the symbol of amount brought for that sort of commodity.· For in· 
stance we speak of goods Xl' But these are soine cases when 'it is convenient 
to use the order in which these commodities are arranged, for this purpose. 
In these cases, we speak ·of goods No.1," for instance, making use of the 
. order. 
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(3) x,=x, (M, p" P2, ........................... , P.). 
Now, starting from (1) and (2), the effect on demand xJ 
of a change in price p, with constant income can be shown 
by the" Fundamental Equation of Value Theory," 
'~ 
(4) aXJ -_ ~ ap, - x, aM +x';' 
which decomposes the effect of price·change into two parts, the 
Income Effect and the Substitution Effect. Here X,; denotes 
the same thing as this symbol in Hicks' book ani:! it is' called 
the "substitution term" in ~;~." As Hicks has shown," 
this substitution term obeys six rules: 
(A) X,; = X;" (i.e. symmetricity of the substitution 
term) ; 
(B) x" < 0, (which means that the individual de· 
(B') m m 
mand curve· is downward sloping, so 
far as the Income Effect is negli· 
'. gibl~); . 
::s ::s p,p;x'; < 0, (for all values of m less than 
'=1 ;=1 ) n ; 
(D) ::s p;x'; > 0, (where::S means that the summa· 
jH - i~f, 
, tionis taken over all values of j 
• except i); and 
In order to clarify the contents of the "commodity· 
group" point of view, let us suppose that, prices p" P""'," , 
Pm change in the same proportion and, therefore m com-
I 
2) On the" Fundamental' Equation of Value Theory,'" see Hicks: ibid. 
pp. 3OB~309. 
3) Hicks: ibid, pp. 310-311. 
. . 
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moditjes x" x., ...... , Xm can be lumped together into one 
"commodity-group," as stated above. If we choose a parti-
cular conlltant set of relative prices, W" W'" .... , Wm of the 
conimoditiesin this group, then, owing to the assumption 0f 
constancy ~orrelativeprices of the group of commodities, we 
- have 
(5) P,=rw" (i=I, 2 ....... , m), 
where r' is the' proportional factor and therefore is regarded 
. as' variable. Now we define the pi-ice of the group of com-
modities in question by this pr~portional factor r and its 
amount by the weighted sum 
(6) G W,X, + w,x,+ ...... , ..... _ ........... + wmx"" 
, 
so that the budget equation (1) becomes 
(7)M=rG+ Pm+'x_, + ..................... + Pnx,.. 
Further, we will use' th is G as the designation of the group 
of commodities in question also. 
This is our definition of amount and price' of a· group 
of commodities. Then we can show the proposition that if 
we put 
(Sa) xGj=w,X'j+w,X'j+ .................. +wmX"'j, 
(Bb) x<G=w,X'j + w,X" + , ':-.'., ........... ," +wmx,m,') 
then we have 
(9) (j=I, 2 ...... n,) 
(10) aG . aG ap. =-x, aM +x,G, (i=l. 2, ...... n,) 
which is nothing else than the fundamental equations con-
cerning the group of commodities. In fact, we obtain (9) in 
4) In con"';"luence of the symrnetricity (i.e. rule (A)) of the sUbstitution 
. term, XGI=X,"(jo 
/ 
, 
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the following way: 
.. . aXj =::E aXj dp, 
.ar '=1 ap, dr 
_~[ .. (_ ~+' ).] (owing to (4) and 
- i;t W, . x. aM . X,! , (5)) 
. . ax 
= -c aM +XG!' . (owing to (6) and (8a)). 
Similarly we can prove (10). 
. In the case treated above there is only one group of 
commodities among the objects of prefe~ence of the cOn-
sumer. Next, let us consider the case when there is' another 
group of commodities. Suppose that thi~ seCond group C' . 
consists of 1 different goods x".+h Xm+2,· .... :, i.i+h one particular 
constant set of their relative prices are Wm+h W m+2" ,. ... , Wm+h 
. its amount is measured by G',,:,,,' W~+lXm+1 + Wm+,xm .. , + ...... + 
Wm+lX,,+1 and the price of this 'second group of commodities 
is Oi'. Then we can shown, in the same tna~ner as in the 
_ above, that, when we extend the above definition (8) of the 
substitution'term by admitting that any commodity-group 
(which may be different from· C,) can be.substituted for 
the commodity No. i or No. j in (8), so that ' 
(10) 
. . 
'In f1I. 7/,+r 
xGG'=.~ W,X<G' -:-~ w, ~ w,x., ' 
. 't=l ". . i=] J=7It+l 
m 711+1 
=~ ~ W,W,x,j-:XG'G, 
" ... 1 1=m+l -', 
. tllen we have 
. -", 
(12) ac' . c . aC' .' 
-a-=-C ·aM +XGG' r . .. ..
. 
wl)ich is the fundamenta\equation of thi!; case •. The proof 
of this proposition is donea\so in the same way as in the 
,above. In fact, 
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(owing Jo (9) 
(owing to (11)). 
Certainly we can treat in the same manner the case when 
there are inany groups !>f commodities among the objects 
of preference of· the consumer, we are not concerned here 
with such a task of generalization. . It is rather important , 
to notice the equation -
. -
. fJG fJG (13a) ---=-G--+xGG Or - .. fJM ' 
.... -
xGG:'" 2J L; w.w;x,; 
'=1 J=1 
(13b) 
'< 0, (by the rule (B') of the substitution term), 
as a corollary obtained from the above proposition. The 
equation (13a) is evidently the fundamental equation which 
gives the- effect of a change in price of a group of com· 
modities on its demand; This effect is the only one which 
Hicks has mathematically -analyzed with respect to the group 
of commodities. His result is substantially the same one as 
ours.') 
Thus, when the prices of a group of commodities change 
in the same proportion, we can write down the fundamental 
equation concerning the group of commodities, simply by . 
treating this commodity·group as a single commodity, .so far 
as its amount, its price and its substitution term are appro-
priately defined. This is the exact meaning which we can 
give to the Hicks' fundamental proposition that "a collection 
5) Cf. Hicks: ibid, p. ;112. 
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. , 
of physical things can always be treated' as if they were 
:divisible into units of a single commodity so lorig as their 
relative prices can be assumed to be unchanged, in the 
particular problem in hand."·) 
2 
Applying the" commodity·group" point of view defined 
above, we can interpret the economic meaning of the six 
rules of substitution terms. Among these' six rules, the 
meaning of (A) and (B) is already stated. Further, as con· 
cerns (B'), the above equations (13a, b) show that the rule 
. (B') is an extension of the rule (B) to the case of the group 
of commodities. Therefore it only remains for us to explain 
the economic meaning of rules (C), (D) and (D'). 
Let us begin with the rule (C). For this purpose, let 
us 'suppose that all. prices df: n objects of preference rise' 
and fall uniformly. • In this case,'we can lump together all 
objects of preferenc~ into one" groupof-commoditiesp so 
that m in Section 1 coincides withn.' Consequently the .' 
fundamental equation of this case becomes 
(14)' OX; _ G Ox; ~. . 
--"'. - - - "M +.::.. w,x';' vr 0 '~1 (i=l, 2, ...... , n) 
With the 'aid of this equation (14), we can easily interpret 
the' rule (C). The equation (14) shows that the expression 
~ w,)C.,; is the substitution, term in 0::, tha(ls to say, the 
substitution effect on the demand for goods X; whiCh is 
brought about by the uniform change of all prices.o Now, 
. . 
the rule (C) . asserts that this expression :8 w,x'j vanishes. 
- (=] 
n 7& , _ 
- (Because:8 W'X'; is identical with :8 i1.x,. except for a posi· 
, ': 1:=1 ' '1:=1 . . 
tive factor r). Therefore, the rule (C) represents the evident 
6) Hicks: ibid, p. 33. 
1) We are concerned here only with the substitution effect. The 
demand for any goods' can still change- jn" this case owing to, the' income 
effect, which represents the first term of the right side of equation (14). . 
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• 
fact that the sub!ltitution effect· of . a uniform' price'change 
onthedemand of any: goods must vanish .. More accurately, 
it means that, in the case of .universally uniform price'change, . ' 
the partial substitution effects of the changes of particular 
prices on the demand cancel one another,' so that the tot~1 
substitution effect as the weighted sum of these partiar effects 
is zero.') " 
As regards the ,rules (D) and .(D'), we must recall be-
forehand the fact that complementarity cannot appear, when 
the objects of preference consist of only two goods and some 
third goods other than these does not. exist.") Now I. will 
explain the rules (D) and {D') as the generalization of. this 
circumstance. Let us suppose that all objects of preference 
are divided into two" groups of goods" in the sense defined 
. above, to that· m + 1 in Section 1 is, equal to n. Then, the 
rule (D') asserts that the expressionxGGI in (11) is positiYe. 
Since it 'is, natural t6 say that two commodity-groups G and. 
G'are substitutes for one another, when ~GG'>O, the rule ' , 
(D') means that, wbenall objects of, preference are wholly 
divided into two cbmmodity-groups, no , compleIilentary can 
arise between these two groups, what is evidently. a generali-
zation of the circumstance stated above: Now that the 
meaning of the rule (D') is elucidated, it is easy to interpret 
the rule (D). The rule (D) is a special case of the ,rule (D'); 
that is to say, a case when one of the groups considered 
above is ,reduced to one single commodity. . Therefore it· 
means that, when we' choose' anyone commodity from n 
objects of prefer~nce and lump together all things other 
than this commodity into a .. commodity·group," then' com-
plementarity can not arise between this commodity and 
.. other commodities" as a commodity,group. 
We have elucidated the economic meaning of all six 
. rules of substitution terms. Further it 'can be shown that 
2) The fact that' what Hicks calls the "capital' value of marginal 
stream" and denotes by c vanishes (cj. ibid. p. 221.). is the r~su1t of the 
simple circumstance "explained. here. 
3) Cf. Hicks: ibid. p. 47. 
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these six rules are still valid, when we consider the goods 




In Section I, the "commodity·group" point of view· is "-
clarified with respect to static problem. But the fruitfulness 
of tbis point of view shall be shown in its application to 
. the dynamic problems. In this section we will consider this 
. application. While Hicks' exposition of. dynamic proble~s 
in his. "Value and Capital" proceeds from the problem of 
the pr~cluctiQit plan .of a finn (Chapter' XV - XVII)"to that 
:Of'corisllmer's plan' (Chapter xVIin,j will treat here only 
the' latter problem, applying .the "commodity·group ", point 
o(view' toit, ,',._. .;. ," . . . . .. .' 
. -"-", - . "', , ~,,-- ' .. :- ,"', , - '. ' --, ~'-'-'<" -" - " \-,. "::. '- -",'" 
.' .• In this paper, taking for granted the 'Special devices and 
c~~.cePts which Hicks used inordei ~6 sys~ematize the 
Dynamics in his book, we will consider directly. the dynamic . 
problem ·of consumer's planning. For this purpose we start . 
. .fr.omexplaining the symQols which are used in the following. 
Supposing that the consumer makes his. plan for v weeks 
and N=(v+l) n, these symbols are listed as follows: 
Table of. Symbols 
Symbols whose -second Symbols whose suffixes 
suffixes represent ex- run through with no 
plicitly the distinction r~gard of the distinc-
, bt.. j. week" to which tion of .. week" to 
variable relate which variables relate 
~Of . -commodities 1 2 ................... n 1 2 . .............. n 
"week," . 
1- the current -week &10 • ~~Z<t • •• ·.004 ••••• •• ~1IO . X, X, . .............. x. 
'" 
the first week [11 ~~J ............... ~nl ""+1 Xn+2· ..... ·· .. ·····. XlI • 1 ........................ .. ............. . 
~ i -......... { .............. . .............. 
. 
-. 
the v-th week ~,. 






the current week rIo t,. .... _ ... , ....... -: ~.o PI P, o ••••• ',' ~ •••••• p. 
. 4 
~ thE} tirst weeli Pli t" ............... PI • . pn+1 M' .. ····,,······,· p,. 
if ~ ........................ . .............. ~ , ............... 
........................ ............... . .............. 
" 
'Rate of Interest i, = the rate of interest per week for loans of tweeks 
" 1 1 Discoul,1t Ratio fit (1+ it) , fie' (1+i,)' 
Relation between &,U=Xt'l'l+i ~ttlHt=Pt'll+' ( =disconnted value of the expected 
,Symbols 
. price PiI) 
, 
Remarks. 
I) TheHh week means here the week starting t weeks 
froni now, which is called the .. (t+I)·th week" in "Hicks' 
book. 
2) , The ;u (or xu) -denotes the amount of goods No. i which 
shall be sold in the cummt"week (if t=O) oris planned to De 
sold in the t·th~week (if t ::::0: I) by' the consumer. Therefore it 
is the demand fo~goods No. i in the, ,Hh week, Supplies are 
considered as negative demands, so that, if ~,,< O. ,::,~" repre-
sents the amount of, goods No. i sold in the t·th' week. 
In this set of variables, it is evident at first sight that 
the current prices 
PlO, P20.··,,···,·, P.o 
belong to the ,data of the problem in hand, since they are 
supposed to be given owing to the assumption of the perfect 
competition on the market. ,Further, the future prices ex· 
pected by the consumer in question, . 
Pu, POI, ... "', P ... , (prices expected to rule during 
, . the 1st "week ") ; , 
P", p",,, .. ,., P." (prices expected to rule during 
the 2nd "week ") ; 
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•••.•••••••••••••••• 0' 
- ; ...... , .. " ,; ....... . 
\ll>; \lh'······, \l~., (prices expected to rule during 
the ~,th "week f'), 
can· be regarded as data, since they. are subjectively deter· 
mined in his mind. Lastly, the rates of interest 
and consequently the discount ratios 
Ph /3.,.' ........ , P. . 
belong also to the data of the problem, .either owing to the 
assumi>tion of the perfect competition on the market or on 
- account of subjective determinedness on the part of the . 
cD_nsummer. The dynamic problem of the consumers's 
plarming consists, therefore, in choosing such a stream of 
demands 
.' . 
-tlO, l20, ~ ........ t tid), 
. ~u; _~2h'-'-'-' '-". ,,', ~~h 
. as maximises the utility 
- on :the foundation of knowledge of the above data. Since 
the task of dynamic theory consists in explaining the choice 
of the optimum combination 'of .. amounts bought, it is clear 
that the' dynamic theory {)f the consumer's planning can be , 
conStructed in the similar way as the static theory of the 
consumer's choice,presented in Section!. -Thus, . when 'we 
regard commodifies bought or 'sold at different dates, even 
when they are physically of the sarrie sort, as different goods, 
it is the first step toward solving the dynamic problem 
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parallely with the static problem. Thus the symbols.with-
olit the explicit representation of the difference of .. week" 
in the above ·table become useful for the present problem; 
. in the first place, thesyrnbols x's, by which the stream of 
demands for goods is represented, become to be useful. 
As it can be easily conjectured by analogy from the 
static theory, the consumer's choice of the optimum com-
bination must be constrained by some subsidiary conditions 
in this case also. . The subsidiary conditions in this case 
must be evidentiy a complicated one, when. we take into. 
consideration .the circumstances which are proper to dynamic 
. problems of economics, - " securities" and its· substitute 
"money", for instance. But the case whick Hicks treats in 
his book' is the most simplified one, i.e. the case 'when this 
'subsidiarycondition is given in the same form of equation as 
the budget equation (1) in the static theory and, what is 
more, it is limited to it only, so that formally we need no 
amendment of reasoning in order to dynamize the static 
theory of consumer's behaviour presented in Section 1. Hicks 
write down this condition in the equation 
(16a) p,x, + P2X, + ......... + Pz;XN=K, 
(16b) . K= -(3~Cm 
where C. means .. the value of the securities expected to 
have been acquired as a result of the lending which is to 
take place during the period of plan " under the assumption 
that, (a) the difference between receipts and expenditures 
must be made up only by changes in the consumer's holding 
of securities (and not by changes in his holding of money), 
and «(3) the amount ofe. is assumed to be decided by the 
consumer from the beginning.') 
So long as the subsidiary condition which restricts the 
consumer's choice' is reduced to only one equation such as 
(16a), it is a matter of course that the dynamic theory of 
consumer's choice will be constructed in the same manner 
1) Cf. Hicks: ibid. pp. 229-230. 
, 
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as the static theory. When we let the suffix i or j change 
from 1 to N instead of from 1 to n and substitute K for M, 
then the whole static theory of consumer's choice presented 
. in Section 1 becomes at once the dynamic theory of can· 
-sumer's planning of spending and lending; consequently,t~e 
equations from (1) to (4), the six rules of substitution terms 
and the "commodity·group" point of view become valid· in 
this case also. Of course the "prices" in this case are not 
the undiscounted ones p's, but the discounted ones p's.') 
Relying on the above explanations, we will proceed to 
the problem of the application of the "commodity·group" 
point of view to the dynamical problem of consumer's be· 
haviour. This problem is further divided into two parts, [I] 
the problem of the effect of price·change and [II] the problem 
of the effect of a change in the rates of interest. For the 
former problem the concept of the." group of physically same 
sort of commoditie" at different dates / 
(17) g,=p,x.+Pn+'Xn+,+ ...... + P,n+,x,nH, (i _1,2, ... ... ,n) 
is useful') ; for the latter problem the concept pf the" group 
of contemporaneous commodities" of any week / . 
.. (18) 
and the "adjusted group of contemporaneous ·commodities " 
(19a) 
(19b) 
G;=G ... (T=O, 1, 2, ...... , ,,-1) 
G:=G,+C. 
2) Cf. Hicks: ibid, p. 202-203. 
3) According to the above stated way of ·designating a group of com-._ 
modities. the group of commodities whose quantity is measured by g{' 'defin~d 
by (17) should bec,Ued commodity-group g,. Also in the following we will 
~ employ this designation, but we wi~l call it besid~s - It commodity:group I", 
using the capital letter of i which denote the sort of goods,..--when the occa~ 
sion demands a simple expression: Similarly, we call the.·" group of· con, 
temporaneous commodities" GT simply u-_~ommodity-group" T accordiug to 
. the order of "week" to which the .. commodity·group" ~n question corres· 
ponds. 
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are useful.') 
[J] The effect 0/ price-change_ 
In the first place we consider the case when the (current 
or expected) price of a commodity No. j at a week T changes 
isolatedly and, all other prices (, inclusive of rates of interest,) 
are constant. In this case, the discounted prices of all com-
modities except the one in which price' change occurs is 
constant according to the assumption_ Hence the ratio of 
discounted prices of the same sort of goods 
(20) p, : p,*, : ......... : P.,*, 
. -' 
is constant in reference to any sort of goods excepting the 
case when i=j. Thus we can lump, together anyone sort 
of goods at different weeks into one .. commodity-group" 
with the same exception as before_ Further, employing the 
discounted prices P's as weights, the quantity 'of these 
.. commodity-groups" can be'measured by g, defined by (17); 
Applying the .. commodity-group" point of view stated in 
Section 1 to this case, we obta'in at once 
(21) (i=l, 2, ..... " j-I, j + 1, ...... , n), 
, 4) Owing, to the definition of t" stated above, GT means the difference 
between .. expenditure" and " receipts or in the T week, therefore the .. borrow-
ing" (or negative "lending ") in this week. Thus, what Hicks calls the 
"stream of lendings" and the "adjusted stream of lendings" can, be repre-
sented respectively by the sequence 
-Go, -G" -G2, ••••••••••••• •• • •••••••• • •• • •• • •• · •••••• • •• • •• • ••••• -G\I. 
and 
-Go', -Gi', -G2', .•••••••••••••••••••••• : •••••••••••••••••••••• -Gl/'. 
We shall ~se, in the following, the fact that the present value of this adjusted 
stream of lendings is zero, and this fact can be easily ascertained from the 
above definitions. In fact, we obtain from (16a, b) , 
l'ooGo + I','G, +I','G, + ... '.".,'., ..... ". ,., .... , +i3.' (G. + Cn)=O, 
hence, according to ( 19a, b) 
fJooGo' +fJt'Gt' +fJ,'G,' + ............ , .............. , ..... +fJ.·G/=O. 
(d. Hicks: ibid, pp. 229-230.) 
\ 
\ 
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where I in XI,"-+J means the commodity·group g, as already 
remarked and the expression XI,Tn+J has the contents which 
is defined in conformity with the equation (8).') 
Next, we proceed to the case when the elasticity of 
price'expectation is unity, ' This assumption of unity elasti· 
city of expectation means that whe!) the. current price VIO 
of the good No. j, for instance, rises by 10~, then all future 
. prices of that sort of goods expected by the individual 
VI" Vi.' ...... .... , VI' 
rises by 10 ~. Thus, under this assumption the prices of 
goods No. j in different "weeks" change in the same pro-
portion; consequently, we can lump together this sort of 
commodities at different "weeks" into one commodity·group 
gl or J, whose amounts we measure by 
gl=PIXI+Pn+rn+l+ ...... +P.n+IX'n+1 
in conformity with' the definition (17) !lnd whose price we 
denote by r. It is a matter of cout:se that we can. lump 
together the other. sorts of commodities into groups, Then 
we obtain 
(22a) ag, ag, --=-g'-K +XI ... (i=l, 2, ...... , n) ar a ' 
(22b) aX,n+<_ g aX".of'+x· (' . 1 2 ) ar-- - j aK J, 'nH' t.1=, , ..... ", n 
in consequence of the direct application of our "commodity· 
group" point of view.') 
5) In the' following, we use frequently substitution terms concerning 
commodity-groups, such as Xl, T,t+J in the above. It must be remembered 
that the definition of. these substitution terms are always given. by equation 
(8). 
6) In the special case when i=j we have 
• 
XJ, tn+J= I pl'n+jX'l'n+J, m+j 
'=0 
acCording to the definition (8). Hicks discussed this case at full length. (d. 
ibid, PP. 207-212.) In my opinion. what he calls .. substitution over time ,. 
and .. .conplementarity over time," relates- to the sign of ti!e expression 
XTn+j, t»-fl' 
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[II] The. effect of interest-chitnge. 
In the case of interest-change, all prices are assumed to 
be unchanged. Consequently, with respect to each week, 
is constant; thus it is possible to consider the" group of 
contemporaneous commodities" CT or T defined by (18) of 
which undiscounted prices Pm P27'> .... ·' PnT are used as weights 
and the discount ratio ;gl is considered as the price of the 
commodity-group CT owing to the relation, 
;glP" = PTn+< 
stated above.7) 
Now that the construction of the group of commodities 
in this case has been explained, it remains for us only to 
apply the." commodity-group" point of view defined above 
and to write down the fundamental equations of this case,' 
in order to see the effect of interest-change. Let us suppose, 
in the first instance, the case when only the rate of interest 
it per week for loans of t weeks changes and all other rates 
of interest are constant. Applying the commodity-group 







and, for t= ... , 
(24b) 
(25b) 
aXTn+< + t,Qt-1 
aK p, X" Tn+. 
aCT d;g: = _ tCl'-IC 
af3', d(J, p" 
aCT + t,(.),-i . 
aKP' X" T 
(i=I, 2, ...... , n; T=O, 1, 2, ...... , ...... ) 
- tj3:-1 (C, + C,) a~K< + tfl',-Ix" Tn+<, 
- t;g;-I (G, + C,) ~1 +tfl',-Ix" T 
7) Cf. Hicks: ibid, p. 215. 
. ,--
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taking into consideration that; according to (16b), ' 
, oK 0' -vr.l'-'C 
0(3. " 1'. ,n' 
Employ)ng the concept of the, .. adjusted group of contem-
poraneous commodities" defined above, we can rewrite these 
,results in more convenient from as, follow: 
, , 
,(24) , t'(.It-' G I ox"';:,., 
- 1" , oK +X'.TnH 
(25) -t(.lt,~'G.!' oGT + 1" 'oK x,. po 
(t= 1,2, ... , v ; i= 1,2, ... , n ; T-O, 1, 2, ... , v) 
>Next, we proceed on the case when all· rates of interest 
change uniformly and consider the change;{)f the expenditure 
GT of any week caused by this unif~rm change, of interest-
rates. Let us suppose that d(3,= 0(3" , 0 tp be the uniform rate 
of change of rates of interest. ') / 
Then the increment aGT of the expenditure GT in the' 
, T week is given by . 
(26) aGT t, ~~d(3,~ 0(3e( - t1;-' G,! ~~ +tP:-'x;. TJ 
Especially, when 
i,=i2 = ... ...... =i.=i 
and consequently 
,(3, =(32=· .. · .. · .. =(3.=(3, 
we obtain 
(27) 
. 8) ID the following it is not DEicessary' to ta'ke' care of the special 
circumstance that d/3o=O. 
r 
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Hicks gives poteworthy consideration to the right side 
of the last equation (27): ~ The analysis of the phenomenon 
of' tilting of the stream' caused by interest·change9l tells us 
that its second term :E t(i'x., T decreases withT. Lik~wise, 
the theorY-of the "average period of tbe stream of vallie" 
is applied to. the expression :E tfJ'G,J in' its first ,term, in 
" ~ ~ . ' 
.' order to show that the sequence {G/} is increasiqg or' 
decreasing (, in his expression, crescendo or diminuendo), 
according as :E tfJ'Gr is positive or negative,'") Hicks, ex-
t 
plains this circumstance verbally in applying the concepts 
of the "average period of expenditure" and the "average 
period of receipts" .") 
• * 
.. 
- I have elucidated Hicks' theory. of consumer's planning, 
applying the commodity·group point 9f view. Hicks' tlieory 
of producer's planning can' be also reproduced in the similar 
- way. Before I put .an end to the present work, I .wish to' 
add a critical remark on the theory of the so· called "average 
period of the stream of value." ' .. , 
, As I take it, the fundamental proposition upon which. 
the theory of average period is founded can be stated as 
follows .: 
9) Ct. Hicks:. ibid; pp.' 187-188, 232-234. 
10) ,For the aplication ot the theory of average period, it is necessary 
that 
l'ooGo'+I'{G{+{3,'G{+ ................................. +I','G,'=O. 
But this condition follows-directly from (16a, b). See above .. 
11) As above stated, our GT is the difference of expenditure and receipts 
in the T-th week: From this fact follows that the expression ItWG, is equal 
. , 
- to the difference of the "average period' of expenditure" and the .. average 
period of receipts" except for a positive factor. Therefore. for an individual 
whose .. average perioci of expen.diture," is greater than his ",average period 
of receipts, the expression It~tGl -is'-':positive and, according to the above 
, 
,<,reasoning, he is said to "plan to be a. lender." Similarly, an individual whose 
.. average period of expenditure" is less 'than his "average of receipts" is· 
described as .. planning to be a borrower." Ct. Hicks: ibid, pp. 187-188, 
232-234. 
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Let us consider a finite and monotonolissequence 
• 
{a,}={a" a" ......... , an}, 
whose simple arithmetical average is a.Next we make a 
a weighted arithmetical average· A from this sequence, 
employing such weights w, as 
o :s;: W, < w, < ......... < W n • 
• 
Then, if the original sequence {a,} is monotonously increas-
ing, then 
a a, + a, + ...... + an < A = ~,a, +:~'Il' + ~.~_ Wnan, 
n w, +W2+ ...... +Wn 
• 
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pression ::E tfJ,G,' is. positive, the stream ~of udiscounted" 
expenditures (28) must be crescendo; if, on the contrary 
::E tfJ'G,' is negative, the stream (28) must be diminuendo. 
, . 
Thus, we can judge. the shape of the stream of discounted 
expenditures (28) from the sign of ::E.tfJ'G,'. But-what is 
concerned here is, however, not the shape of the stream of 
" discounted" expenditures, but that of the stream of "un· 
discounted" ones, 
(29) {G,'}={Go', G/, G/, ...... , G/}. 
Now, the shape of the former can differ from that of the 
latter. Since fJ is less than unity and therefore fJ' decreases 
with t, the "undiscounted" stream (29) is necessarily in· 
creasing, when the "discounted" stream (28) is increasing, 
but the "undiscounted" stream can be increasing, also when 
the "discounted" stream is decreasing''') Thus, strictly 
'speaking, it is not correct to say that the stream of" un· 
discounted" expenditures is decreasing and the consumer in 
question i~ "planning to be a borrower" because::E tfJ'G,' . 
is negative and the average period of expenditure is less 
than the average period of receipts.") 
12) This is the case, if the "undiscounted" stream is very slightly 
increasing. 
13) Applying the lemma shown above, we can derive the effect of an ~ 
upward tilt to the stream of surpluses caused by a fall in the rate of interest 
(explained by Hicks in his book pp. 216-217, 'p. 327), from the proposition 
that a fall in the rate of interest must increase the If average period of the 
plan" (demonstrated by Hicks in p. 328.). Thus we can show with this 
lemma that two effects of a fall in the rate of interest, that .is,_ the upward 
tilt to the stream of surpluses, on the one hand, and the lengthning of average 
period', on the other hand, are nothing more than the two different a<;pects of 
the same thing. 
I 
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